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THE COMMISSIONERS OF FIRE DISTRICT NO. 2 

BOROUGH OF TINTON FALLS, COUNTY OF MONMOUTH 

August 6, 2020 

Minutes 

Workshop 

        Albert Neis called the workshop meeting of the Commissioners to order at 

19:01.  

         In accordance with the Open Meetings Act, Richard Braslow read the 

following statement. “Adequate notice of this meeting has been provided in 

accordance with the Open Meetings Act by the adoption of a schedule of meetings 

and notice thereof being posted in the municipal building, being filed with the 

municipal clerk and being transmitted to the Coaster and the Hub all within 48 

hours prior to this meeting. And posted on the website and held in accordance with 

executive order in relation to virtual meetings due to the pandemic.” 

When the roll call was taken it showed Brendan Tobin, Albert Neis, Charles 

Bell, and Mason Lewis at the meeting. Peter Maclearie was not in attendance.  

Brendan Tobin discussed speed settings for 36-180 and reprograming the 

speed limit. Albert Neis brought mentioned that drivers are taking the truck to 

excess speeds under the current limits set on the trucks and questioned if raising 

that limit was needed. He expressed that people on the parkway are always going 

to pass the trucks going 65. Charles Bell and Brendan Tobin suggested 

reprograming the speed limit on the truck to go faster. Chief Daniel Evankow 

expressed that everyone should be going the speed limit on the parkway and the 

firetruck is currently getting passed at the current programmed speed limit of 55.  

Mason Lewis brought up moving the banking services to Manasquan Bank 

from Ocean First to increase the interest rate. The interest rate that Ocean First has 

been giving us has dropped almost entirely from what we were originally offered 

when we switched. After first questioning the low rate Ocean First did raise it a 

little and the rates have dropped considerably with the economic environment, but 

he felt we could do better than what Ocean First lowered our interest rate too. 
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Mason Lewis said he rather wait until next month when he has the documents. 

Chief Daniel Evankow reported on Station 1’s calls and training for July. He 

requested to purchase two new radios ($15,145.12) and pony hoses ($1,337.50).  

Cindy Anderson brought up dividend checks from our old Selective policies 

for a prior carrier for $1,820.26 and $1,756.77 and gave them to Mason to deposit. 

She mentioned that the life insurance renews on the first of September.  

There being no further business to discuss, a motion was made by Brendan 

Tobin with the second by Charles Bell to adjourn at 19:15. All in favor. 

Mason Lewis 

Secretary 


